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Introduction: What Are Blind Models

As the use of and the demand for electronic products
becomes more diverse, it has beeome ever more essential to
actively involve end-users in the design of the human
interfacz of these products through a process of user

studies, iterative &sign, and user testing [1] [2], Our work
has shown that an important component of human interfaee
design is to conceptualize user scenarios based on observa-
tional studies of end-users [3]. These scenarios should be

articulated very early on in the design process. From these

%enarios, role plays carI be developed and carried out with

users to gain an initial understanding about what kind of

functionality and product form factors might be appropriate

for enhaneing such aspects of users* lives as entertainment/

recreational factors, work-related productivity, interper-

sonal communications, human memo~ enhancement,

knowledge aquisition/retention, etc..

A key component in early role play studies should be an

artifact(s) or object(s) that is a concrete representation of

the technology vehicle through which both designers and

users will ultimately achieve their desires in terms of use.

Aside from drawings and 2-dimensional sketehes, a ‘mock-

up’ is the first real physical articulation, albeit rough, tha( a

designer gets of a product design concept. Dc.signers

generally use ‘meek-ups’ as artifacts to represent early

design concepts. However, end-users are genemlly not

ex~sed to these ‘mock-ups’. In this papx, we introduce a

new type of ‘meek-up’ called a ‘blind model’ that is

specifically meant for eliciting early product ergonomic,

form factor and functional concepts from end-users, The

‘blind model’ is a simple geometric solid or a system of

geomeuic solids with little or no surface fexmres. A ‘blind

model’ can be made of one or more combinations of clay,

wood, dense fearn, plastic, cardboard, ete. In one case our

blind model for a handheld audio recorder was simply a

large flat eamem bauery covered in masking tape on which

our participants could draw with a felt tip marker. A ‘blind

model’ is accompanied by an umttached set of other

smaller artifacts that ean be used by a subject to represem

hardware controls, dials, guages, display areas, etc.

Building a mockup from ‘blind model’ mmponents is the

fwst rest hands-on experience that a user gets to assist the
designer in articulating a product design concept,

Language Games With Minimal Artifacts

Blind models function as ‘minimal artifacts’ which enable
us to engage in a design conversation with our users about
how a future computer deviee might function, In

Wittgenstein’s [4] terms our conversation takes the form of

a ‘language game’ the spedlcs of which will depend on

(he situaLion we put k user in. Since the blind model has

minimal features it facilitates a language game not by

mirroring the behavior of a future device but by supporting

interaction and reflection about how the future device

might work [5]. Our experience supprls the views of Ehn

and Kyng [6] who argue that the sueeess of the language

game will depend on rhe extent to which the game allows

the blind model to remain ‘ready-to-hand’ [7]. In design-

ing the situation or scenario in which users will perform

tasks with our blind model we must avoid creating break-

down situations where the model could become a ‘present-

at-hand’ collection of materials rather than a ‘ready-to-

hand’ version of a future device.

The Blind Model Process
In our expenenee blind models may at f~st appear to be

very prelimin~, yet they are frequently introduced at a

point where design decisions such as the location of control

buttons, the size and basic form factor of the unit, and the

location of a semn have all been predetermined. Typi-

dy, we have an idea about how the deviee wifl be used.

wrist mounted, hand held, resting on a table top, or

mountd in a wall. ‘lltis information guides our construc-

tion of a rough shape that is of the approximate size we

think our deviee will be, this is our blind model. We also
make a paper or plastic shape to represent the semen and

laserprint artwork of some generic buttons. An assortment

of simple art supplies - paper, felt markers, clear adhesive
tape, string ete is assembled. We then hold one-hour

individual design meetings with people who are representa-

tive of the potential users of the produc~ The design

meetings are videdaped for later analysis.

To start the design meeting, we explain that in the role play

we want the user to work with us to design a future device.

We avoid discussing t.ezhnologies or engineering issues, we

may simply say it is a for ‘playing CD ROMs’, ‘capturing
images’, or ‘capturing sounds’. The blind model is then

handed to the palicipant in an ambiguous way and we
outline some tasks to be completed with the device - ‘show
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me what is on this CD ROM’, ‘capture an image of

Michael’, or ‘record a reminder to shop for groceries’. Our

users are often initially confused! At this point we must

establish the language game - we do this by encouraging

any small step tie user takes towards talking about the
model as a real device, we hold the device the way they do

and use their vocabulary when mfering to the device. ‘l%e

user may say they would need a switch to turn the device

on, we respond by asking them to choose one from our

printout, or make one of their own with the at supplies and

stick it onto the device. Most of our users reject our paper

buttons and make their own. Our participants readily

responded to these requests, frequent.iy becoming excited

about the device that they are designing because they feel

ownership of the ideas.

Once the design session gets moving our participants

quickly start to apply buttons and switches to the device.

The ‘primary’ controls tend to appear firsL these are the

controls that MA to be readily accessible. Next come the

lesser used controls. We encourage the participants to

move their controls around, to try different configurations,

to tailor the device to their own preferences - for instance to
make the device left-handed if they are Ieft-hamded.

The end point of our role play is typically marked by a

breakdown situation which the user cannot successfully

resolve. At this point the the user may have added so many

controls that they are confused about how to operate their

device, or they may have designed controls that are

interdependent or moded in such a way that the device

cannot perform a required task. We try to help the user to

reassess their designs and resolve these issues. Frequently

the language game ends at this point because we are no

longer able to talk about the blind model as the device - it

has become once again a ‘present-at-hand’ collection of

materials.

Conclusion
The videotapes from our design meetings are anatysed in

order to determine what commonalities there were betwczn

the designs our participants arrived at, The next step in our

design methodology is to develop exploratory prototypes

[8]. These prototypes, which combine hardware and

software technologies enable us to migrate the users’

design ideas into our design and engineering process [9].
Our experience wim blind models has altowed us LOmore
fully integrate the end user into our design process.
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